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CONFORMAL NETS ARE FACTORIZATION ALGEBRAS
ANDRE´ HENRIQUES
Abstract. We prove that conformal nets of finite index are an instance of
the notion of a factorization algebra. This result is an ingredient in our proof
that, for G = SU(n), the Drinfel’d center of the category of positive energy
representations of the based loop group is equivalent to the category of positive
energy representations of the free loop group.
1. Introduction
In this note, we prove that conformal nets of finite index (Definitions 1.1 and 3.1
in [2]) form an instance of the notion of a factorization algebra. Our main result,
Theorem 2, is a key ingredient in the proof, announced in [8], that the category of
solitons of a finite index conformal net is a bicommutant category.
Our main theorem is an analog, within the coordinate-free setup of [2], of the
additivity property of conformal nets. Let A be a conformal net on S1, let I ⊂ S1
be a closed interval, and let {Ii ⊂ I} be collection of closed intervals whose interiors
cover that of I. Additivity is the statement that the von Neumann algebras A(Ii)
then generate a dense subalgebra in A(I):⋃
I˚i = I˚ ⇒
∨
A(Ii) = A(I). (additivity)
The additivity property of chiral conformal nets was proven in [5]. If one takes
finitely many intervals Ii whose union is I, then the corresponding property is
called strong additivity:⋃
Ii = I ⇒
∨
A(Ii) = A(I). (strong additivity)
It is a result of Longo–Xu that chiral conformal nets of finite index satisfy strong
additivity [12, §5].
Let now I be an abstract interval, and {Ii ⊂ I} a finite collection of multi-
intervals (a multi-interval is a finite disjoint union of intervals) satisfying
⋃
Ii×Ii =
I × I. Equivalently, this is the requirement that for every pair of points p, q ∈ I
there exists an element of the cover that contains both p and q. In Theorem 2, we
prove that for every coordinate free conformal net A of finite index, not necessarily
chiral1, we have:⋃
Ii× Ii = I × I ⇒ colimA(Ii) = A(I). (factorization algebra)
The colimit which appears in the right hand side, informally denoted colimA(Ii),
is that of a diagram involving the algebras A(Ii) and A(Ii ∩ Ij). (The colimit
is defined by a universal property in the category of von Neumann algebras and
normal ∗-homomorphisms.) That diagram is written out in the left hand side of
1A coordinate-free conformal net is called chiral if the action of the rotation group on its
vacuum sector has positive energy.
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equation (1), below. Here, the equation “colimA(Ii) = A(I)” is the statement that
the natural inclusions A(Ii)→ A(I) extend to an isomorphism colimA(Ii)→ A(I).
Remark. The category of von Neumann algebras and normal ∗-homomorphisms is
cocomplete [11, Prop. 5.7] (see also [7, §7]).
2. Factorization algebras
Let Mann be the category whose objects are n-dimensional manifolds and whose
morphisms are embeddings. We equip it with the symmetric monoidal structure
given by disjoint union. A collection of open subsets {Ui ⊂ M} of a manifold M
is a Weiss cover if for every finite subset S ⊂M , there exists an index i such that
S ⊂ Ui [4, Chapt. 6]. Equivalently, being a Weiss cover means that for every n ∈ N,
the condition
⋃
Uni = M
n is satisfied. Let C be a symmetric monoidal category.
Definition ([4, Chapt. 6]). An n-dimensional C-valued factorization algebra is a
symmetric monoidal functor A : Mann → C which is a co-sheaf with respect to
Weiss covers.
Here, being a co-sheaf with respect to Weiss covers means that, for every Weiss
cover {Ui⊂M}, the natural map
(1) colim


A(U1 ∩ U2)
A(U1 ∩ U3)
A(U2 ∩ U3)
A(U1 ∩ U4)
A(U2 ∩ U4)
...
A(U1)
A(U2)
A(U3)
A(U4)
...


−→ A(M)
is an isomorphism. For later notational convenience, we abbreviate the left hand
side of (1) as colim({A(Ui ∩ Uj)} →→ {A(Ui)}).
In this paper, we are interested in 1-dimensional factorization algebras (or rather,
a small variant of the notion of 1-dimensional factorization algebra) with values in
the category of von Neumann algebras and normal ∗-homomorphisms.
An interval is an oriented 1-manifold diffeomorphic to [0, 1]. A multi-interval
is a finite disjoint union of intervals. Let INT∗ be the category whose objects
are multi-intervals and whose morphisms are orientation preserving embeddings,
and let INT ⊂ INT∗ be its full subcategory of intervals. Let VN denote the cate-
gory of von Neumann algebras and normal ∗-homomorphisms, equipped with the
symmetric monoidal structure given by spatial tensor product. By the split prop-
erty [2, Def. 1.1], a conformal net can be viewed as a symmetric monoidal functor
A : INT∗ → VN.
We introduce a variant of the notion of Weiss cover that accounts for the fact that
morphisms in INT∗ are not open but rather closed inclusions. Given a topological
space X , a Weiss c-cover is a family of closed subsets {Vi ⊂ X} that satisfies⋃
V˚ ni = X
n for every n ∈ N. Here, V˚i denotes the relative interior of Vi inside X ,
i.e., the largest subset of Vi which is open in X . (For example, the relative interior
of [0, 1] inside [0, 2] is the half-open interval [0, 1[.)
Throughout this paper, all conformal nets are assumed irreducible, i.e., all the
algebras A(I) are assumed to be factors (we work with conformal nets in the sense
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of [2, Def. 1.1]). The following statement expresses the idea that conformal nets are
factorization algebras:
Theorem 1. Let A : INT∗ → VN be a conformal net of finite index. Then A is
a co-sheaf with respect to Weiss c-covers. Namely, for every multi-interval I, and
every Weiss c-cover of I by multi-intervals Ii ⊂ I, the natural map
q : colim
({A(Ii ∩ Ij)} →→ {A(Ii)}
) → A(I)
is an isomorphism.
Remark. Here, it is crucial to use covers by closed multi-intervals. For a chiral
conformal net A on S1, the functor that sends an open multi-interval U to the
algebra A(U¯) is never a factorisation algebra, unless A is trivial (U¯ denotes the
closure of U in S1), because the map
A := colim
ε→0
A([ε, 1− ε])→ A([0, 1])
is not an isomorphism. Let Iε ⊂ S1 be the image of [ε, 1 − ε] under the exponen-
tial map t 7→ e2πit : R → S1. The obvious isomorphisms A([ε, 1 − ε]) → A(Iε)
followed by the standard actions of A(Iε) on the vacuum Hilbert space H0 yield
an irreducible representation of A on H0. However, A([0, 1]) is a III 1 factor, which
admits no irreducible representations [6, Thm. 2.13].
We can sharpen the above result a little bit. Given a compact topological space
X , a collection {Vi ⊂ X}i∈I of closed subsets is called a 2-cover if there exists a
finite subset I ′ ⊂ I such that ⋃i∈I′ V 2i = X2. Any Weiss c-cover is a 2-cover, and
Theorem 1 is a formal consequence of the following stronger result:
Theorem 1.
′ Let A be a conformal net of finite index, let I be a multi-interval, and
let {Ii ⊂ I} be a 2-cover by multi-intervals. Assume furthermore that there exists
an element of the 2-cover that contains ∂I. Then the natural map
q : colim
({A(Ii ∩ Ij)} →→ {A(Ii)}
) → A(I)
is an isomorphism.
When I is connected, the statement of Theorem 1′ simplifies:
Theorem 2. Let A be a conformal net of finite index, let I be an interval, and let
{Ii ⊂ I} be a 2-cover by multi-intervals. Then the natural map
q : colim
({A(Ii ∩ Ij)} →→ {A(Ii)}
) → A(I)
is an isomorphism.
3. Proofs
In this section, we present the proofs of the above theorems. We first prove
Theorem 2. We then prove Theorem 1′ by a slight variation of the argument.
Theorem 1 is then a formal consequence of Theorem 1′. We begin with some
lemmas. We first note that, when working with multi-intervals, a 2-cover induces
a cover in the usual sense:
Lemma 3. Let I be a multi-interval and let {Ii ⊂ I}i∈I be a 2-cover by multi-
intervals. Then
⋃
I˚i = I˚.
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Proof. By definition,
⋃
i∈I′ I
2
i = I
2 for some finite subset I ′ ⊂ I. Given a point
p ∈ I˚, pick sequences (xn) and (yn) in I converging to p and satisfying xn < p < yn.
For every n, there exists an index i ∈ I ′ such that xn and yn are both in Ii. The
set I ′ being finite, there exists an Ii that contains infinitely many xn’s and yn’s.
Since Ii is a multi-interval, it contains p in its interior. 
The next lemma is technical in nature. It is a generalisation of [2, Lem. 1.9]. Let
A be a conformal net (not necessarily of finite index) and let I be a multi-interval:
Lemma 4. Let I = {Ii ⊂ I} be a collection of multi-intervals satisfying
⋃
I˚i = I˚.
Let ϕ ∈ Diff(I) be a diffeomorphism in the connected component of the identity,
and let Iˆ := ϕ(I0) for some I0 ∈ I. Let H be a Hilbert space equipped with actions
ρi : A(Ii)→ B(H) satisfying
(1) ρi|A(Ii∩Ij) = ρj |A(Ii∩Ij) : A(Ii ∩ Ij)→ B(H).
(2) For every Ij , Ik ∈ I and every intervals J ⊂ Ij, K ⊂ Ik with disjoint
interiors, the algebras ρj(A(J)) and ρk(A(K)) commute.
Then the actions ρi|A(Iˆ∩Ii) of A(Iˆ ∩ Ii) on H extend (uniquely) to an action
ρˆ : A(Iˆ)→ B(H).
Proof. We write ρ0 for the action of A(I0) on H . We may assume without loss of
generality that ϕ fixes a neighbourhood of ∂I. Provided that is the case, we can
write ϕ as a product of diffeomorphisms ϕ = ϕ1 ◦ . . . ◦ ϕn with supp(ϕs) ⊂ I˚is for
some Iis ∈ I. Let us ∈ A(Iis ) be unitaries s.t. Ad(us) = A(ϕs) [2, Def. 1.1 (iv)].
Identifying the elements us with their images in B(H), we set
ρˆ(a) := u1 . . . unρ0
(A(ϕ−1)(a))u∗n . . . u∗1.
For every Iℓ ∈ I and every sufficiently small interval K ⊂ Iˆ ∩ Iℓ, we will show that
(2) ρˆ|A(K) = ρℓ|A(K).
Here, ‘sufficiently small’ means that the intervals Ks := ϕ
−1
s (. . . (ϕ
−1
1 (K))) are
contained in Iks for some Iks ∈ I, and that for every s′ ≤ n either Ks ⊂ Iis′ or
Ks ∩ supp(ϕs′ ) = ∅.
For every s ≤ n, we claim that
(3) u1 . . . usρks
(A(ϕ−1s ◦ . . . ◦ ϕ−11 )(a)
)
u∗s . . . u
∗
1 = ρℓ(a) ∀a ∈ A(K).
Equation (2) is the special case s = n. We prove (3) by induction on s. The base
case (s = 0, k0 = ℓ) is trivial. The induction step reduces to the equation
ρks
(A(ϕ−1s )(b)
)
= u∗sρks−1(b)us,
with b = A(ϕ−1s−1 ◦ . . .◦ϕ−11 )(a). Recall that b ∈ A(Ks−1), us ∈ A(Iis ) and that, by
assumption, either Ks−1 ⊂ Iis or Ks−1 ∩ supp(ϕs) = ∅. In the first case, we have
u∗sρks−1(b)us = u
∗
sρis(b)us = ρis(u
∗
sbus) = ρis
(A(ϕ−1s )(b)
)
= ρks
(A(ϕ−1s )(b)
)
.
In the second case, the elements ρks−1(b) and us commute:
u∗sρks−1(b)us = ρks−1(b) = ρks(b) = ρks
(A(ϕ−1s )(b)
)
,
where the last equality holds since b ∈ A(Ks−1) and ϕs acts trivially on Ks−1. This
finishes the proof of (3) and hence of (2). Finally, by strong additivity (which is
one of the axioms in [2, Def. 1.1]), it follows from (2) that ρˆ(a) = ρℓ(a) for every
a ∈ A(Iˆ ∩ Iℓ). 
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We now establish some assumptions under which the hypotheses of Lemma 4
are satisfied:
Lemma 5. Let I be a multi-interval, and let I = {Ii ⊂ I} be a 2-cover. Let
ρi : A(Ii) → B(H) be actions satisfying ρi|A(Ii∩Ij) = ρj |A(Ii∩Ij). Then, for every
Ij , Ik ∈ I and every intervals J ⊂ Ij, K ⊂ Ik with disjoint interiors, we have
[ρj(A(J)), ρk(A(K))] = 0.
Proof. We assume without loss of generality that the 2-cover is finite. The finite set
S :=
⋃
i∈I ∂Ii decomposes J and K into a finitely many intervals: J = J1∪ . . .∪Jn
and K = K1∪ . . .∪Km. For each pair Jr, Ks of above intervals, we will argue that
(4) [ρj(A(Jr)), ρk(A(Ks))] = 0.
Pick interior points x ∈ J˚r and y ∈ K˚s. Since I is a 2-cover, there exists an i ∈ I
such that {x, y} ⊂ Ii. It follows that Jr∪Ks ⊂ Ii. The actions of A(Jr) and A(Ks)
on H factor through that of A(Ii), so equation (4) follows.
Equation (4) being true for every pair Jr, Ks as above, by strong additivity, it
follows that the algebras ρj(A(J)) =
∨
r ρj(A(Jr)) and ρk(A(K)) =
∨
s ρk(A(Ks))
commute with each other. 
The following lemma contains the main argument of the proof of Theorem 2.
Let A be a conformal net of finite index:
Lemma 6. Let I be an interval and let I = {Ii ⊂ I} be a 2-cover. Let H be a Hilbert
space equipped with actions ρi : A(Ii) → B(H) satisfying ρi|A(Ii∩Ij) = ρj |A(Ii∩Ij).
Then those maps extend to an action of A(I).
Proof. We may assume, without loss of generality, that the 2-cover is closed under
taking subsets: (Ii ∈ I and J ⊂ Ii, J a multi-interval) ⇒ (J ∈ I).
By Lemmas 3 and 5, we are in a situation to apply Lemma 4. The latter implies
that for every interval J  I, the actions of A(Ii∩J) extend (uniquely) to an action
of A(J). We may therefore assume without loss of generality that I = [0, 5], and
that the 2-cover contains the multi-intervals [0, 2] ∪ [3, 5] and [1, 4] as elements.
Recall that L2(−) is the unit for the operation ⊠ of Connes fusion. We have
H ∼= L2A([1, 4]) ⊠A([1,4]) H , both as A([1, 4])-modules and as A([0, 1] ∪ [4, 5])-
modules. By [3, Cor. 2.9], the vacuum sector L2A([1, 4]) is isomorphic to
L2A([2, 3])⊠A([2,3]∪{2,3}[2,3])
(
L2A([1, 4])⊠A([1,2]∪[3,4]) L2A([1, 4])
)
as an A([1, 4])-A([1, 4])-bimodule (this is where we use the assumption that A
has finite index). Here, [2, 3] denotes the interval [2, 3] equipped with the op-
posite orientation, and the algebra A([2, 3] ∪{2,3} [2, 3]) associated to the circle
[2, 3]∪{2,3} [2, 3] is described in [3, Prop. 1.25]. The action of A([2, 3]∪{2,3} [2, 3]) on
L2A([1, 4])⊠A([1,2]∪[3,4])L2A([1, 4]) comes from the left action ofA([2, 3]) ⊂ A([1, 4])
on the second copy of L2A([1, 4]) and the right action of A([2, 3]) ⊂ A([1, 4]) on
the first copy of L2A([1, 4]).
Let us abbreviate A([a, b]) by Aab, A([a, b]∪ [c, d]) by Aab∪cd, and A([a, b]∪{a,b}
[a, b]) by Aab) . We have:
H ∼= L2A14 ⊠A14 H and L2A14 ∼= L2A23 ⊠A23)
(
L2A14 ⊠A12∪34 L2A14
)
.
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Combining those two facts, one gets
H ∼= L2A14 ⊠A14 H
∼= (L2A23 ⊠A23) (L2A14 ⊠A12∪34 L2A14)
)
⊠A14 H
∼= L2A23 ⊠A23)
(
L2A14 ⊠A12∪34 L2A14 ⊠A14 H
)
∼= L2A23 ⊠A23)
(
L2A14 ⊠A12∪34 H
)
.
(5)
Using that H ∼= L2A02∪35 ⊠A02∪35 H and the existence of a (non-canonical) iso-
morphism
L2A14 ⊠A12∪34 L2A02∪35 ∼= L2A02 ⊠Aop12 L2A14 ⊠A34 L2A35 ∼= L2A05
which is compatible with the left actions of A14 and A01∪45 and the right actions
of A02∪35 and A23 ([2, Cor. 1.33] and [3, Lem.A.4]), we get the following sequence
of isomorphisms of A14- and A01∪45-modules:
H ∼= L2A23 ⊠A23)
(
L2A14 ⊠A12∪34 H
)
∼= L2A23 ⊠A23)
(
L2A14 ⊠A12∪34 L2A02∪35 ⊠A02∪35 H
)
∼= L2A23 ⊠A23)
(
L2A05 ⊠A02∪35 H
)
.
(6)
The actions of A14 and of A01∪45 on
L2A23 ⊠A23)
(
L2A05 ⊠A02∪35 H
)
extend to an action of A05 because they both act on L2A05. The actions of A14
and of A01∪45 on H therefore also extend to an action of A05. 
To help the reader digest the argument in the above proof, we include a graphical
rendering of the isomorphisms which appear in (5) and (6):
H
∼=
H
∼=
H
∼=
H
∼=
H
∼=
H
With Lemma 6 in place, the proof of Theorem 2 is now easy:
Proof of Theorem 2. We first note that, by the strong additivity property of con-
formal nets [2, Def. 1.1], the map q has dense image. It is therefore surjective,
as any morphism of von Neumann algebras whose image is dense is automatically
surjective [13, Chapt. III, Prop. 3.12].
To show that q is injective, pick a faithful representation
π : colim
({A(Ii ∩ Ij)} →→ {A(Ii)}
)→ B(H)
and let ρi := π|A(Ii). By Lemma 6, this extends to an action ρ : A(I)→ B(H). As
π is injective and π = ρ ◦ q, the map q is also injective. 
The proof of Theorem 1′ follows closely that of Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 1′. Let I be a multi-interval, and let I = {Ii ⊂ I} be a 2-cover
one of whose elements contains ∂I. As in the proof of Theorem 2, it is enough
to argue that if H is a Hilbert space equipped with actions ρi : A(Ii) → B(H)
satisfying ρi|A(Ii∩Ij) = ρj |A(Ii∩Ij), then those extend to an action of A(I).
Without loss of generality, we may assume that the 2-cover is closed under taking
subsets: (Ii ∈ I and J ⊂ Ii) ⇒ (J ∈ I). In particular, we may assume that the
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2-cover admits an element which doesn’t intersect its boundary, and which has
exactly one connected component in each connected component on I.
By Lemmas 3 and 5, we are in a situation to apply Lemma 4. We can therefore
assume, without loss of generality, that I =
⊔n
k=1[0, 5], and that I contains the
multi-intervals
⊔n
k=1([0, 2] ∪ [3, 5]) and
⊔n
k=1[1, 4] as elements.
Following the structure of the proof of Lemma 6, we have isomorphisms:
H ∼= L2(A14)⊗n ⊠A⊗n14 H
∼= (L2(A23)⊗n ⊠A⊗n
23
)
(L2(A14)⊗n ⊠A⊗n12∪34 L
2(A14)⊗n)
)
⊠A⊗n14 H
∼= L2(A23)⊗n ⊠A⊗n
23
)
(
L2(A14)⊗n ⊠A⊗n12∪34 L
2(A14)⊗n ⊠A⊗n14 H
)
∼= L2(A23)⊗n ⊠A⊗n
23
)
(
L2(A14)⊗n ⊠A⊗n12∪34 H
)
.
∼= L2(A23)⊗n ⊠A⊗n
23
)
(
L2(A14)⊗n ⊠A⊗n12∪34 L
2(A02∪35)⊗n ⊠A⊗n02∪35 H
)
∼= L2(A23)⊗n ⊠A⊗n
23
)
(
L2(A05)⊗n ⊠A⊗n02∪35 H
)
of A(⊔n([0, 2] ∪ [3, 5]))- and A(⊔n[1, 4])-modules.
The actions of A(⊔n([0, 2] ∪ [3, 5])) and of A(⊔n[1, 4]) on the Hilbert space
L2(
⊗nA23)⊠A⊗n
23
)
(
L2(
⊗nA05)⊠⊗nA02∪35 H
)
visibly extend to an action of the von
Neumann algebra A(⊔n[0, 5]) = A(I). They therefore also extend to an action of
A(I) on H . 
4. An application
In our recent preprint [8], we introduced higher categorical analogs of von Neu-
mann algebras called bicommutant categories. A bicommutant category is a tensor
category which is equivalent to its bicommutant inside Bim(R). (The latter is the
category of all bimodules over a hyperfinite factor; it plays the role of the algebra of
bounded operators on a Hilbert space.) A bicommutant category is also equipped
with a higher categorical analog of a ∗-structure, called a bi-involutive structure [9,
Def. 2.3].
In [8], we made the following announcement: for G the group SU(n) and for k
a positive integer, the category of positive energy representations of the based loop
group of G at level k is a bicommutant category. Moreover, its Drinfel’d center is
the category of positive energy representations of the free loop group of G:
(7) Z
(
Repkpos.
en.
(ΩG)
)
= Repkpos.
en.
(LG).
We then argued that this result provides good evidence for our claim that the tensor
category of positive energy representation of the based loop group is the value of
Chern-Simons theory on a point.
Remark 7. The tensor category of positive energy representations of LG, as defined
using conformal nets (see, e.g., [6, 15]), has, to our knowledge, not been compared
to the corresponding tensor category defined using affine Lie algebras (or vertex
algebras, or quantum groups). The right hand side of (7) refers to the tensor
category defined in [15].
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Remark 8. We expect the relation (7) to hold true for every compact connected Lie
group G and every level k ∈ H4+(BG,Z). It is conjectured by many people that all
chiral WZW conformal nets have finite index (see [6][14][15][2, §4.C][10, §8] for the
definition of these conformal nets in various degrees of generality). The finite index
property is known when G = SU(n) [16, 15], and in a few other cases. Our proof
of (7) relies crucially on the fact that the chiral WZW conformal nets associated
to G have finite index. However, our dependence on this result is the only place
where we use that G is the group SU(n).
We can generalize (7) to arbitrary conformal nets of finite index. The analog of
the tensor category of positive energy representations of ΩG is the tensor category
TA of solitons of the conformal net A [12, §3.0.1]. The claim is then that the
Drinfel’d center of the tensor category of solitons of A is the braided tensor category
of representations of A.
By definition, a soliton is a Hilbert space equipped with compatible actions of
the algebras A(I), where I ranges over all subintervals of the standard circle whose
interior does not contain the base point 1 ∈ S1. Equivalently, it ranges over all
subintervals I ( S1cut, where S
1
cut is the manifold obtained from the standard circle
by removing its base point and replacing it by two points:
S1 : S1cut :
The monoidal structure on TA is defined as follows. LetH andK be two solitons.
Let I+ be the upper half of S
1, and let I− be its lower half. Precomposing the left
action of A(I−) on H by the map
A(z 7→ z¯ : I+ → I−) : A(I+)op → A(I−)
yields a right action of A(I+) on H . We let
H ⊠K := H ⊠A(I+) K.
Here, A(I+) acts on K in the usual way, and acts on H on the right via the
action described above. The left actions of A(I+) on H and of A(I−) on K induce
corresponding actions on H ⊠K. Given an interval J ⊂ S1, 1 6∈ J , −1 ∈ J˚ , then,
by the same argument as in [2, Def. 1.31], the actions of A(J ∩I+) and A(J ∩I−) on
H ⊠K extend to an action of A(J). By Lemma 4, it follows that for every interval
J ( S1cut, the actions of A(J ∩ I+) and A(J ∩ I−) on H ⊠K extend to an action
ρJ : A(J)→ B(H ⊠K).
All together, these actions equip H ⊠K with the structure of a soliton.
Given a soliton H , with actions ρI : A(I)→ B(H) for I ( S1cut, its conjugate H
is the complex conjugate Hilbert space equipped with the actions
A(I) A(z 7→z¯)−−−−−→ A(I¯)op ∗−−→ A(I¯) ρI¯−−−→ B(H) = B(H).
Here, I¯ denotes the image of I ⊂ S1 under the complex conjugation map S1 → S1.
The conjugation on TA squares to the identity and satisfies H ⊠K ∼= K ⊠H .
Definition ([9, Def. 5.3]). An object Ω of a tensor category (T ,⊗) is called absorb-
ing if it is non-zero and satisfies
(X 6= 0) ⇒ (X ⊗ Ω ∼= Ω ∼= Ω⊗X) ∀X ∈ T .
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Remark. If T admits a conjugation, it is a little bit easier to check that an object is
absorbing. Ω ∈ T is absorbing if it is non-zero and if X ⊗Ω ∼= Ω for every X 6= 0;
see the comments after [9, Def. 5.3] for a proof.
The next result, about the existence of absorbing objects, is a key ingredient
in the proof, announced in [8], that the category of solitons of a conformal net
with finite index is a bicommutant category, and that its Drinfel’d center is the
category of representations of A. The proof relies on Lemma 6 (which is essentially
equivalent to Theorem 2).
Given a non-trivial conformal net A, let
ΩA := L2(A(S1cut)) ∈ TA,
with actions of A(I) for I ( S1cut provided by the obvious inclusion A(I)→ A(S1cut)
followed by the left action of A(S1cut) on its L2-space.
Alternatively, the soliton ΩA can be described as follows. Let its underlying
Hilbert space be the vacuum Hilbert space H0 of the conformal net A. Given an
interval I = [eia, eib] ⊂ S1 with 0 ≤ a < b ≤ 2π, let √I := [eia/2, eib/2]. The
square root function induces an isomorphism A(I) → A(√I). For I ⊂ S1, 1 6∈ I˚,
the action of A(I) on H0 is the composite A(I) → A(
√
I) → B(H0) of the above
isomorphism with the standard action of A(√I) on H0.
The equivalence between the above two descriptions of ΩA is provided by the
linear map L2(A(√· )) : L2(A(S1cut))→ L2(A([ei0, eiπ])) = H0.
Theorem 9. Let A be a non-trivial conformal net. Then ΩA ∈ TA is characterized
up to isomorphism by the following three properties:
(a) it is non-zero,
(b) ΩA ⊕ ΩA ∼= ΩA, and
(c) the actions of A(I) for I ⊂ S1, 1 6∈ I˚, factor through an action of A(S1cut).
Moreover, if A has finite index, then ΩA is an absorbing object.
Proof. We first check that ΩA satisfies the above three properties. The first one
is obvious. The third one holds by construction. The second property is a conse-
quence of Lemma 10 below: since A(S1cut) is an infinite factor, the Hilbert spaces
L2(A(S1cut))⊕L2(A(S1cut)) and L2(A(S1cut)) are isomorphic as left A(S1cut)-modules.
It follows that ΩA ⊕ ΩA ∼= ΩA.
Let Ω′ be another soliton that satisfies the same three properties. Then Ω′ is
naturally an A(S1cut)-module. By the classification of modules over factors, there is
a unique non-zero A(S1cut)-module (up to isomorphism) that satisfies Ω′⊕Ω′ ∼= Ω′.
It follows that Ω′ ∼= ΩA.
Let us now assume that A has finite index. Given a non-zero soliton X , we need
to show that X ⊠ ΩA ∼= ΩA. Equivalently, we need to show that X ⊠ ΩA satisfies
the three properties listed above. The first property, X ⊠ ΩA 6= 0, holds because
fusing over a factor sends non-zero Hilbert spaces to non-zero Hilbert spaces (see,
e.g., [1, Prop. 5.2]). The second property, X ⊠ ΩA ⊕ X ⊠ ΩA ∼= X ⊠ ΩA, is an
immediate consequence of the corresponding property of ΩA. The third property
is more tricky and its verification will occupy the rest of this proof.
Let I0 be the collection of all subintervals of S1 whose interior does not contain
the base point 1 ∈ S1. Equivalently, I0 is the collection of all subintervals I ( S1cut.
By definition, a soliton is a Hilbert space equipped with compatible actions of all
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the algebras A(I) for I ∈ I0. Let I1 := [ei0, eiπ/2] and I4 := [ei3π/2, ei2π] be the
first and fourth quadrants of the standard circle, and let I14 := I1 ⊔ I4 ⊂ S1cut be
their disjoint union (whereas I1 and I4 are not disjoint in S
1, these intervals are
disjoint when viewed as subsets of S1cut). The collection I0 is not a 2-cover of S1cut,
because no element of I0 contains ∂S1cut. But
I := I0 ∪ {I14}
is a 2-cover.
Recall that, by definition, X ⊠ ΩA = X ⊠A(I+) ΩA. By the split property, the
actions of A(I+) and of A(I4) on ΩA extend to an action of their spatial tensor
product. Equivalently, there exists an intermediate type I factor:
A(I4) ⊂ N ⊂ A(I+)′ (commutant inside B(ΩA)).
The action of N on ΩA commutes with that of A(I+) and thus induces an action
on X ⊠A(I+) ΩA. The latter commutes with the action of A(I1) coming from X ,
so we get an intermediate type I factor:
A(I4) ⊂ N ⊂ A(I1)′ (commutant inside B(X ⊠A(I+) ΩA)).
Equivalently, the actions of A(I1) and A(I4) on X⊠A(I+)ΩA extend to their spatial
tensor product A(I14).
The above action of A(I14) on X ⊠ ΩA, together with the actions of A(I) for
I ∈ I0 coming from the fact that X ⊠ ΩA is a soliton, assemble to a compatible
family of actions
ρI : A(I)→ B(X ⊠ ΩA) ∀I ∈ I.
Finally, by Lemma 6, since I is a 2-cover, these extend to an action of A(S1cut).
This finishes the proof of condition (c). 
5. Appendix
For classical conformal nets, it is well known that, unless A(I) = C for all I,
the algebras A(I) are hyperfinite III 1 factors [6, Thm. 2.13]. Hyperfiniteness is a
formal consequence of the split property, and holds equally well in the coordinate
free setup (i.e., for conformal net as in [2, Def. 1.1]). Indeed, given an interval I,
write I˚ =
⋃
In with In ⊂ I˚n+1. By the split property, there exist intermediate type
I subfactors A(In) ⊂ Nn ⊂ A(In+1), and so A(I) =
∨
Nn is hyperfinite.
We do not know how to prove the type III 1 property in the coordinate free setup.
The following lemma is the best we can offer:
Lemma 10. Let A be a non-trivial conformal net. Then the algebras A(I) are
infinite factors (they are infinite dimensional, and they are not of type II 1).
Proof. The algebra A(I) is infinite dimensional as it contains infinitely many non-
trivial commuting subalgebras.
Let I0 be the upper half of the standard circle, so that the vacuum sector H0 is
L2(A(I0)). Assume by contradiction that the algebraA(I0) is of type II 1. Then the
von Neumann dimension ofH0 as anA(I0)-module is equal to 1. By diffeomorphism
covariance, for every interval I ⊂ S1, the dimension of H0 as an A(I)-module is
also 1. Given two intervals I ( J ⊂ S1, we have
dimA(I)(H0) = [A(J) : A(I)] · dimA(J)(H0).
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It follows that [A(J) : A(I)] = 1. The inclusion A(I) → A(J) is therefore an
isomorphism, a contradiction. 
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